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Supplementary Material

We provide the following contents in the supplementary.
- Implementation details on solving the optimal transport

problem;
- Details of the breadth-first clustering;

1. Solving Optimal Transport Problem
The solution to an entropic optimal transport:

π∗ = argmin
π

∑
i,j

Cijπij + επij log πij

s.t. π1n =
1

m
1m, πT1m =

1

n
1n,

(1)

is unique and has the form:

π∗ = Diag(a)KDiag(b), (2)

where a ∈ Rm, b ∈ Rn, and K ∈ Rm×n is a matrix with
Kij = exp (− cij

ε ). ε is 0.03.
We can utilize the following steps to solve this prob-

lem [1]:
1. Initialize b = 1

n1n.
2. Update a by Diag(a)Kb = 1

m1m.
3. Update b by Diag(b)KTa = 1

n1n.
Repeating the above process for N iterations, we can

find an approximate solution of π∗ according to Eq. 2. In
the experiments, we set N to 3.

2. Breadth-First Clustering
We first remove the majority of ground plane points by
Patchwork++ [2] for better clustering. We evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of the ground removal in Table 1. As it in-
dicates, we can correctly segment the majority of ground
points. The results of ground plane removal are shown in
the second row of Fig. 1. We incorporate the neighboring
cells of each cell within the Bird’s Eye View (BEV) map
into the cluster, and continue this process iteratively by in-
cluding the neighbors of the neighbors until no more cells
can be included. Details are presented in Algorithm 1.

Table 1. The precision, recall, and F1-score of the employed
ground segmentation algorithm on the nuScenes dataset.

Prec. Recall F1
0.95 0.92 0.94

In Algorithm 1, B = {bi ∈ R2}Ni=1 is the 2D coordi-
nates list, where N is the number of non-empty cells. Ml

Algorithm 1 Breadth-first clustering

Input: B
1: Label← 1, Ml ← zeros(H ×W )
2: repeat
3: b← B.pop
4: if Ml(d) is not zero then
5: continue
6: end if
7: Lb← list(b)
8: repeat
9: d← Lb.pop

10: for dn ∈ Neighborhood(d) do
11: if Ml(dn) is zero then
12: Lb.append(dn), Ml(dn)← Label
13: end if
14: end for
15: until Lb is empty
16: Label← Label + 1
17: until B is empty
Output: Ml

Table 2. Cluster Accuracy.

UC OC
90.4% 88.9%

records which cluster each cell belongs to. H and W are
the height and width of the BEV map respectively. We con-
sider cells within dc (dc is set to 3 in the paper) City-Block
distance as neighbors. The clustering results are shown in
the third row of Fig. 1. We utilize two metrics, OC and UC,
to evaluate the accuracy of clustering, as shown in Table 2.
UC indicates the number of BEV cells in an instance that
are clustered into the same cluster, providing insight into
the degree of under-clustering. A 100% UC value implies
that all cells within the instance are clustered into a sin-
gle cluster, signifying no under-clustering. OC indicates the
number of BEV cells in a cluster that belong to the same in-
stance, providing insight into the degree of over-clustering.
A 100% OC value indicates that all cells in the cluster be-
long to the same instance, thereby demonstrating there is
no over-clustering. As depicted in the table, the breadth-
first clustering algorithm can achieve a good balance be-
tween under-clustering and over-clustering (UC 90.4% (i.e.
9.6% under-clustering rate) and OC 88.9% (i.e. 11.1% over-
clustering rate)). Although there will be some failure cases,



Figure 1. Results of ground segmentation and clustering. First row: BEV maps discretized from LiDAR point clouds; Second row:
Results of ground removing; Third row: Results of clustering (clusters are with different colors). Zoom in for the best view.

it’s noteworthy that cluster consistency regularization can
still provide the model with more accurate information dur-
ing training due to the larger number of accurate clustering
outcomes.
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